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A home is a place of comfort, safety and solace to most occupants even if it is a rented space. No
matter how simple one would decorate the home, lighting is one very important aspect not to be
taken lightly.

Right choices

Every space in a home deserves to be lit properly for its specific purpose. The living room may be
lighted with soft LED lights that would not be too harsh on the eyes as family members gather to
bond together. LED lighting that would give consistent brightness is desired for the study room or
kitchen where clear visibility is required in the respective tasks.

Hence, the lighting choices in any residential space are important as they impact the lifestyle and
living comfort of the occupants. LED lighting residential choices are plentiful in the market with the
myriad of designs, styles and sizes to suit any home space.

Products

As the LED technology continues to impact consumersâ€™ lives today, better LED lighting products are
designed and manufactured for the benefit of consumers. Hence, materials used in producing
residential lighting today have been changed; no longer is lead or mercury being used in LED
lighting products. No hazardous materials are involved in producing LED residential lighting. This
option makes LED based lighting green for the home and the earth. Environmentalists like this
option very much.

Residential LED lights are made to light the space without shadow spots to give the due aesthetics
to the space. The home is more soft and inviting with LED lights that shine evenly across the room
or garden space. The LED technology ensures that its lighting products for the home do not produce
harsh glares or hot spots in their functionality; the light output is even and consistent.

Cost

LED lighting components in the home offer great savings for the home. The progressive technology
is constantly improving on the technology and materials used on LED residential lights. These lights
can last longer with more power; testing of LED lights has shown that a LED bulb can last 23 years
without changing if used on an average of 4 Â½ hours every day! One can replace current high
wattage lighting with low wattage LED lighting to enjoy higher savings without compromising on the
brightness desired. Less electricity from the grid is consumed with LED lighting options; further
savings can be enjoyed when residential LED lights are used with solar light options.
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If you're looking for inexpensive interior a 12v led lighting of high quality. LEDshine360 provides all
the benefits of a bathroom led lighting, with the look and feel of a classic incandescent shape and
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light spread, combined with the savings and energy-efficiency of LED technology.
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